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League Rebirth
Bryan Hitch makes his triumphant return to DC Entertainment with the world's most powerful heroes, the JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA! It's massive widescreen action and adventure from superstar writer/artist Hitch, as the League
comes up against an armada of aliens heading for Earth that claims to be a peaceful religious tribe. But something
sinister is lurking in their ranks...something with ties to ancient Krypton! And more importantly...whose side will the Man of
Steel fall on? With the classic line-up of Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, The Flash, Aquaman and
Cyborg, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: POWER & GLORY sees the World's Greatest Heroes doing what they do
best: fighting impossible threats too big for just one of them! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #1-4 and #6-10.
The world’s magic is fading, and new enemies have appeared to take advantage of Earth’s weakness. Doctor Fate has
assembled the Lords of Order, trapping the magical community on Earth. To save magic, the Justice League Dark must
escape Doctor Fate’s snares and fight the Otherkind. But can they do all of that without calling on even more dangerous
powers for assistance? Collects issues #8-12 and ANNUAL #1.
Comics writers Mark Waid and Dan Vado are joined by Marc Campos and a team of veteran artists as they present one
of the most action-packed stories in Justice League history with WONDER WOMAN & JUSTICE LEAGUE AMERICA
VOL. 2. With Wonder Woman leading the Justice League America, the team has had to battle enemies from within and
outside threats too big for any one hero. Now they have to contend with the return of the Overmaster and his Cadre, who
are more powerful than ever before. The only way to defeat this cosmicthreat is for Wonder Woman and her team to join
forces with the Justice League International and Justice League Task Force! But will the cost of victory be too high?
Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE AMERICA #86-91, JUSTICE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL #65-66 and JUSTICE LEAGUE
TASK FORCE #13-14.
An army of aliens known as the Timeless has attacked Earth, sending a wave of destruction through history. Only Earth's
first line of defense, the Justice League, is powerful enough to stop them. But the League has been split up, scattered
through time to key moments of power - and if the Timeless succeed in destroying these moments, superheroes will
never have existed
APOKOLIPS-NOT AS SAFE A PLACE TO HIDE A WAR CRIMINAL AS YOU’D THINK! The Justice League has been
tasked with bringing the master of war crimes, your one and only Lobo, to trial in order to account for a life of treachery.
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But while the League thought Apokolips would be the safest place to store a wanted murderer, there are others out on
the hunt for Lobo…
Author Bryan Hitch brings the children of the World's Greatest Superheroes back from the future to enact an unthinkable
plan! Featuring the LEGACY storyline, the children of the Justice League come from the future to stop a terrible event
that destroys their world. There's only one problem- they came back too late, the cataclysm has already been set in
motion and now the children are forced to come up with a backup plan that involves doing the unthinkable. The
characters from 2017's most anticipated film unite to fight forces that they could not handle without each other. Collects
JUSTICE LEAGUE #26-31.
Introduces the characters--heroes and villains--and major story lines of DC Comics' comic books about the interplanetary
club of superheroes who work together to safeguard the universe.
Exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event and the smash-hit miniseries JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE
SQUAD, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE ROAD TO REBIRTH puts you on the right path. New heroes. New
villains. New challenges. The DC Universe has been reborn…and its most legendary team is about to follow suit. Backed
by Batman, there’s a new Justice League of America-and it’s a diverse team that proves heroism can look like anything
and anyone. THE ATOM: Physics student Ryan Choi is gifted with a brilliant mind-and cursed with crippling allergies and
anxiety. But his first day at Ivy University will be his first step on a journey to the heart of the DCU… VIXEN: Business
giant, fashion icon, social justice warrior-Mari McCabe is all these things and more. But her incredible powers aren’t all
that have changed her life from what it once was… THE RAY: Imprisoned in darkness, Ray Terrill has been taught to
believe he’s a dangerous freak. But he’s about to accept his true self and take his first step into the light… KILLER
FROST: Caitlin Snow joined the Suicide Squad and lived to tell the tale. But joining the JLA won’t be easy with Amanda
Waller blocking her path to justice… Along with new members Black Canary and the Main Man himself, Lobo, JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA: ROAD TO REBIRTH is a must-have prelude to the all-new series from writers Steve Orlando
(MIDNIGHTER) and Jody Houser (MOTHER PANIC). JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE ROAD TO REBIRTH is a
great starting-point graphic novel! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA: ATOM - REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: VIXEN - REBIRTH #1, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA: RAY - REBIRTH #1 and JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: KILLER FROST - REBIRTH #1.
ÒAn entertaining superhero epic.Ó -IGN ÒSome of the biggest and best storylines in the DC Universe.Ó -Nerdist Justice
League: The Darkseid War (DC Essential Edition) collects the entire ÒDarkseid WarÓ storyline in this new Essential
Edition, featuring brand-new cover art! For new readers and longtime fans, this is a definitive entry point to the DC
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UniverseÕs vast library. Years ago the Justice League first formed to stop Darkseid and his parademon army from
invading Earth. Now Darkseid will once again make the planet a war zone, as Earth becomes the front line in his battle
with the Anti-Monitor, a universe-devouring creature who can reduce whole planets to rubble. To stop their planet from
becoming collateral damage in this war of gods, the Justice League must uncover the secrets of the New Gods and learn
the hidden truth behind the Anti-MonitorÕs identity and his history with Darkseid. From writer Geoff Johns (Doomsday
Clock) and acclaimed illustrators Jason Fabok (Detective Comics) and Francis Manapul (The Flash) comes the epic
event that changed the Justice League forever. Collects Justice League #40-50, Justice League: The Darkseid War
Special and DC Sneak Peek: Justice League. The DC Essential Edition series highlights the best standalone stories the
medium has to offer, featuring comicsÕ greatest characters. These trade paperback editions focus on the easiest entry
points DC has in its vast library, with seminal, groundbreaking tales that transcend the printed page. Start with the
Essentials.
In the wake of the Justice/Doom War, the Justice League finds themselves stranded at the far end of the universe and
facing a challenge they’ve never faced before. But what will they find on their journey? Has their battle with Perpetua had
consequences reaching farther across the cosmos than they ever imagined? Superstar scribe Scott Snyder says farewell
to the Justice League with a special story that both winds down all the things he started in issue #1-and nods toward
everything that comes next in the DC Universe.
Batman. Superman. The Flash. The incredible members of the Justice League of America cast a long shadow, and the
members of Young Justice are eager to step out of it. Robin, Superboy and Impulse want to prove to their superhero
mentors that they’re capable of tackling super-villains on their own. Under the guidance of the stoic, wise Red Tornado,
the three teen heroes begin their quest to make a name for themselves, apart from their famous friends. When the team
gains three new members-shy but powerful Wonder Girl, champion archer Arrowette and mystical Secret-Young Justice
is ready to take on one of the toughest foes the universe has ever seen: the giant tyrant Despero. But it’s a race against
the clock: if Young Justice can’t work together and defeat Despero within 22 minutes, the Justice League will disband
Young Justice permanently. Can the team come together to stop Despero’s reign of terror, or will Young Justice be
separated forever? Witness the epic battles the Young Justice team faces in these classic stories written by critically
acclaimed author Peter David. YOUNG JUSTICE BOOK ONE collects YOUNG JUSTICE #1-7, JLA: WORLD WITHOUT
GROWN-UPS #1-2, YOUNG JUSTICE: THE SECRET and YOUNG JUSTICE: SECRET FILES #1.
Heroic. Iconic. Unstoppable. Armed with her Lasso of Truth and imbued with the power of the gods themselves, Princess
Diana of Themyscira-known to the world as Wonder Woman-is one of the greatest superheroes in history. But who is
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sheÉreally? Not even Wonder Woman herself knows for sure. DianaÕs links to both the Amazons and the Gods of
Olympus have been severed. Her memories are a tangle of contradictions that even her lie-detecting lasso cannot
untangle. To solve the riddle of her origin, she must embark on her greatest quest of all: finding a way back to her
vanished home. To get there, she must team up with her greatest enemy, the feral beast-woman, Cheetah. Will this
unlikely alliance shine the light of truth on DianaÕs darkest secrets, or bury them-and her-forever? Find out in WONDER
WOMAN VOL. 1: THE LIES-exploding from the blockbuster DC Rebirth event! Legendary Wonder Woman writer Greg
Rucka (BATWOMAN: ELEGY) makes his triumphant return to the character for the first time in years and joins renowned
fantasy artist Liam Sharp (2000 AD) for one of the most momentous stories in DianaÕs history! Collects WONDER
WOMAN #1, #3, #5, #7, #9, #11 and the WONDER WOMAN: REBIRTH one-shot.
A riot rocks Opal City while an ailing Ted Knight recovers from a recent attack. The action forces Ted's son Jack Knight
to pick up Starman's Cosmic Rod and directly oppose the villainy he swore he'd never face! Is this his calling? Or his
doom? Collecting Starman #0-5
It all begins here. Do not skip to the last page. Do not let a friend or message board ruin this comic for you. The future
(and past) of the DC Universe starts here. Don't say we didn't warn you! THEY SAID IT: 'Rebirth is about focusing in on
the core of the character and their respective universe,' says writer and DC Entertainment Chief Creative Officer Geoff
Johns. 'It brings back what has been lost: the legacy of the characters, the love and the hope of the DCU!'
The unforgettable, best-selling miniseries by acclaimed writer Mark Waid and superstar painter Alex Ross returns, with a
sketchbook section, annotations on the series, rare art and more! Set just after the dawn of the 21st century in a world
spinning inexorably out of control comes this grim tale of youth versus experience, tradition versus change and what
defines a hero. KINGDOM COME is a riveting story pitting the old guard—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and their
peers—against a new, uncompromising generation and ultimately in the final war against each other to determine nothing
less than the future of the planet.
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! Spinning directly out of the events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, a new day dawns for the
Justice League as they welcome a slew of new members into their ranks. The question remains though, can the world's
greatest superheroes trust these new recruits? And will the members of League be able to come together against an
ancient evil that threatens to reclaim not just the world, but the entire universe! Masterful storytelling, epic action, and
unbelievable art come together in JUSTICE LEAGUE from best-selling comic book writer Bryan Hitch (JLA) and
superstar artist Tony S. Daniel (BATMAN, DETECTIVE COMICS). Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #6-11. Rebirth honors the
richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories
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featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past,
protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe.
The legacy continues.
The ÒSixth DimensionÓ storyline wraps up in this oversize issue as Superman faces down the World Forger to save the
Justice League! Can Superman withstand the might of a being that can create worlds from nothing?! Plus, with the
Justice League away, Mr. MxyzptlkÕs been wreaking havoc! Can anyone on Earth stand up to the fifth-dimensional
menace?
Spinning out of AQUAMAN, the King of Atlantis re-joins his first team—years before he even met his super-powered allies
in the Justice League—The Others. With strange powers, abilities and mysterious origins, The Prisoner, Ya'Wara, and
The Operative unite with Aquaman after they find themselves targeted by an unknown foe that wants their Atlantean
artifacts! This new dynamic new series is written by Dan Jurgens (DEATH OF SUPERMAN) and illustrated by Lan
Medina (FABLES). Collects AQUAMAN #20, AQUAMAN ANNUAL #1 and AQUAMAN AND THE OTHERS #1-5.
The Justice League are dead. Manhattan is destroyed. And, somehow, itÕs all FlashÕs fault. A mysterious attacker with
a mega-powerful weapon keeps targeting the Flash and those around him, blaming Flash for his familyÕs death. Every
time Flash comes into contact with the weaponÕs energy, he finds himself flung further back in time. The Flash is joined
by Justice League member BatmanÑnow can they solve the mystery and save the city before time catches up to their
destruction once more? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (THE AUTHORITY) is joined by guest creators including Shea Fontana
(DC SUPER HERO GIRLS), Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN), Ian Churchill (TEEN TITANS), Tom DeFalco (SUPERMAN), Philip
Briones (NEW SUICIDE SQAUD) and Tom Derenick (INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US) as the worldÕs greatest
detectives face challenges they canÕt overcome with might alone! Collects issues #20-25.
Spinning out of the events of a world where a single choice by the Flash affected the entire DC Universe, find out what
would have happened if Barry Allen had not put things right. In a world where the Flashpoint reality was never undone,
where Thomas Wayne still haunts Gotham City as the Batman, and the Amazonian and Atlantean armies still prepare for
war, will the Reverse-Flash embrace this darker, deadlier world and finally eclipse Barry Allen’s legacy?
DC characters Vixen, Lobo, the Ray, the Atom, Black Canary and Killer Frost are no one’s idea of Earth’s greatest
heroes...and yet they’ve all been brought together by Batman to form a new incarnation of the Justice League and all
that it stands for. This new League was founded on principles of hope, on the idea that everyone deserves a second
chance...and yet those same ideals now threaten to tear the team apart. When the team rescues Makson, a strange man
from a hidden land of monsters, it seems like he’s ready for that exact kind of second chance. But Batman has his
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doubts. If he’s wrong about Makson, does he really believe in the optimistic vision that the team was founded on? And if
he’s right, does anyone ever deserve the Justice League’s trust again? Writer Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER AND
APOLLO) and artists including Felipe Watanabe (CYBORG) and Andy MacDonald (DETECTIVE COMICS), Jamal
Campbell (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and Neil Edwards (JUSTICE LEAGUE) test the limits of the strangest team to
ever call themselves the Justice League of America! Collects issues #7-11.
"The Rebirth of the Justice League continues in a thrilling, action-packed story that could only come from comics
superstar team Bryan Hitch (THE AUTHORITY, The Ultimates) and artists Fernando Pasarin (GREEN LANTERN
CORPS) and Matt Ryan (WONDER WOMAN). An army of aliens known as the Timeless has attacked Earth, sending a
wave of destruction through history. Only EarthÍs first line of defense, the Justice League, is powerful enough to stop
them. But the League has been split up, scattered through time to key moments of powerƒand if the Timeless succeed in
destroying these moments, superheroes will never have existed. From Wonder Woman at the birth of the Olympian gods
to Cyborg in the distant 31st Centurycentury, each Justice League member is fighting alone against overwhelming odds.
All except Batman and Superman, who have traveled together to the ends of the time wave to confront its source. With
the very existence of SupermanÍs wife and son at risk, can the worldÍs greatest heroes save EarthÍs entire history? Or will
the Justice League finally run out of time? Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #14-19."
Written by rising star Steve Orlando (BATMAN, MIDNIGHTER) and illustrated by a league of superstar artists including
Ivan Reis (GREEN LANTERN) and Andy MacDonald (DETECTIVE COMICS), this JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE
SQUAD spin-off is a JLA for a whole new era--exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Rebirth event! The Justice
League and the Suicide Squad„the WorldÍs Greatest Heroes and its worst„went to war. A team unlike any other rose
from the ashes. Batman. Black Canary. Vixen. The Atom. The Ray. Killer Frost. Lobo. Some are heroes, some are
villains and some exist in the gray area in between. But the Caped Crusader sees the potential in all of them to show
everyday people that their superhuman guardians are just like them: capable of fighting for justice despite their flaws.
Batman had better be right, because Earth is about to be invaded by a threat from beyond our universe. The tyrant called
Lord Havok and his army of Extremists are out to make the planet safe again„by destroying the free will of all its
inhabitants. Can this untested new Justice League help America fend off the ExtremistsÍ agenda? And can the Dark
Knight contain the Main Man„the living weapon of mass destruction known as Lobo? Discover the answers in JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA VOL. 1: THE EXTREMISTS! Collects issues #1-6 and JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
REBIRTH #1.
The epic Rebirth-era adventures of the World's Greatest Superheroes continues here, as Bryan Hitch delivers JUSTICE
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LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 3! The Justice League is dead...or worse. It's 22 years in the future,
and Earth is a wasteland, crushed under the heel of a dread goddess known only as Sovereign. But the world's greatest
heroes have left one thing behind that can save the world. Their legacy. The children of the Justice League, now heroes
in their own time, must travel back in time to stop Sovereign before she kills their parents and seizes power. As the
original Leaguers process the shock of meeting grown sons and daughters they didn't know they'd have (in some cases
with their teammates), their offspring search for clues to Sovereign's rise. Continuing the Rebirth series for the first time in
hardcover, Bryan Hitch and a superstar creative team present Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3.
Collects Justice League #26-33.
Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! Superman has
fallen. The Man of Steel died protecting his adopted home, leaving his allies in the Justice League to fight on without him-and
leaving the older, wiser Superman of a vanished universe to pick up the torch. But to Batman, Wonder Woman and the rest of the
League, this new “Superman” is a stranger. And just like Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz, the rookie Green Lanterns left by Hal
Jordan to guard the globe in his absence, the replacement Superman has a lot to prove. He’d better do it quickly. Because a
godlike threat unlike any the League has ever fought is coming. Vast engines of destruction are about to be unleashed, remaking
the planete s surface and forging its people into living weapons. They are the extinction machines. And it will take every member
of the Justice League to shut them down… Comics superstars Bryan Hitch (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA) and Tony S. Daniel
(SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) join forces to launch a bold new era for comics’ greatest superhero team in JUSTICE LEAGUE
VOL. 1: THE EXTINCTION MACHINES-exploding from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE
#1-5 as well as the JUSTICE LEAGUE: REBIRTH one-shot.
"In midcentury America, the world's greatest superheroes triumph in their public battles, while struggling with private ones. Social
and political unrest take a personal toll: one member joins the counterculture movement, others grapple with personal demons,
and suspicion and betrayal cast a shadow over the most trusted friendships."-ÒJustice League continues PriestÕs excellent run on the title, bringing in big themes and handling them skillfully. ItÕs well worth a
read.Ó ÑComicosity ÒItÕs going to be a big summer for DCÕs biggest superheroes.Ó ÑSyfy Wire The teamÕs greatest fan has
turned into their greatest threat as he uses their secrets against themÑall in the name of getting their focus back on what matters.
To accomplish his twisted goal, he cripples the Watchtower and brings the Justice League literally back to Earth! The doomed
headquarters has crashed in Africa, and a fight over salvage rights turns into a humanitarian crisis. The Red Lion, ruler of a
ravaged country, has hired ruthless villain Deathstroke to intervene on his behalf, and the team becomes the only thing standing in
the way of a slaughter. The first Rebirth incarnation of the Justice League concludes, mixing action with human consequences as
the team is forced to confront issues that canÕt be settled with superpowers. Collects Justice League #39-43, by Eisner AwardPage 7/10
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nominated writer Christopher Priest (Deathstroke) and artists Pete Woods (Robin), Ian Churchill (Teen Titans) and Philippe
Briones (Aquaman).
"Comics superstars Bryan Hitch and Tony S. Daniel join a league of talented artists in JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH
DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event, this deluxe edition
collects the first eleven issues of the acclaimed series and the Rebirth special that started it, all together in one hardcover volume
for the first time! Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. The Flash. Cyborg. Green Lantern. TheyÍre more than just a team of
superheroes. TheyÍre the Justice Leagueƒand theyÍre about to enter a whole new era! The Superman these incredible heroes
once knew is dead, leaving an older, wiser Man of Steel from a vanished universe to take up the fight against evil. Hal Jordan, the
greatest of the Green Lanterns, has taken to the stars, entrusting his place in the League to his powerful but untested young
prot_g_s, Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz. Now the Justice League must get used to these new faces and learn to work as a team
once more. But theyÍd better do it fast. TheyÍre about to confront the biggest threats theyÍve ever faced, from godlike machines
capable of converting all life on Earth into a weapon, to a humble hacker whoÍs ready to hit them where it hurts mostƒ Collects
JUSTICE LEAGUE (Rebirth) #1-11."
The Justice League is dead...or worse. It’s 22 years in the future, and Earth is a wasteland, crushed under the heel of a dread
goddess known only as Sovereign. But the world’s greatest heroes have left one thing behind that can save the world. Their
legacy. The children of the Justice League, now heroes in their own time, must travel back in time to stop Sovereign before she
kills their parents and seizes power. As the original Leaguers process the shock of meeting grown sons and daughters they didn’t
know they’d have (in some cases with their teammates), their offspring search for clues to Sovereign’s rise. But when it seems
like one of the Justice League is fated to become Sovereign, will the team battle their own flesh and blood? Writer Bryan Hitch
(The Authority) and artist Fernando Pasarin (Green Lantern Corps) introduce the next generation of heroes in these tales from
Justice League #26-31!
The definitive collection of every Buffy the Vampire Slayer comic, for the first time presented in publication order, continues in this
all-new volume. THE OFFICIAL TIE-IN TO JOSS WHEDON’S AWARD-WINNING BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER TELEVISION
SERIES! Set during the fifth and sixth seasons of Buffy the Vampire Slayer television series, the Scooby Gang deals with two of
their greatest tragedies. Joyce Summers is dead - but while Buffy and her friends must all cope with their pain, one of them holds a
secret that might be the only way to stop a demon invasion. Then, Buffy herself dies and without the Slayer, it seems like
Sunnydale has been left defenseless. Now the Scooby Gang must discover if they have what it takes to protect their home - and
bring their friend back to life! Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer #39-50, previously published by Dark Horse Comics. This volume
also collects rare short stories including “Willow & Tara: Demonology Menagerie”, “Rock ’N Roll All Night”, “Mall Rats” and
“Angels We Have Seen on High.”
Prepare for the highly anticipated film Justice League with this story written by comics greats Geoff Johns (DC UNIVERSE:
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REBIRTH), Mark Waid (JLA: YEAR ONE), Brad Meltzer (IDENTITY CRISIS), Kurt Busiek (ASTRO CITY) and Mark Millar
(Kickass), with art from the legendary Jim Lee (SUICIDE SQUAD), Ivan Reis (AQUAMAN), Doug Mahnke (GREEN LANTERN)
and more. This collection of the biggest victories from the Worlds Greatest Super-Heroes, JUSTICE LEAGUE: THEIR GREATEST
TRIUMPHS, offers a chance to get to know Superman, Batman, the Flash, Wonder Woman, Cyborg and Aquaman in these seven
tales from the pages of JUSTICE LEAGUE and JLA. From alien invasions and hostile visitors from other dimensions to this
planet’s own endless supply of super-villains, when enemies of Earth appear, the Justice League answers the call. Though the
lineup of League members may vary, the mission is the same. They are humanity’s ultimate protectors, the world’s greatest
superheroes. And they will triumph. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #1, #16, #29; JLA #33, #107; JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
#0; JUSTICE LEAGUE: REBIRTH #1.
The new Justice League is trapped on a world devastated by a super-powered war, and Brutus hungers for a new home of his
own-our Earth! With their powers gone haywire, the League must fight their way out of a post apocalyptic Thunderdome of
depravity and desperation. On the run with Batman, Naomi learns more dark secrets of her birth world’s broken legacy, while
Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of
trouble is Aquaman in? (Hint: it’s bad.) And in the Justice League Dark story, Ragman joins the hunt! Zatanna, Constantine,
Etrigan, and Detective Chimp hit the books-literally-in a possessed library, as Merlin’s plan takes shape before them...and spells
doom for the universe.The new Justice League is trapped on a world devastated by a super-powered war, and Brutus hungers for
a new home of his own-our Earth! With their powers gone haywire, the League must fight their way out of a post apocalyptic
Thunderdome of depravity and desperation. On the run with Batman, Naomi learns more dark secrets of her birth world’s broken
legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and
what kind of trouble is Aquaman in? (Hint: it’s bad.) And in the Justice League Dark story, Ragman joins the hunt! Zatanna,
Constantine, Etrigan, and Detective Chimp hit the books-literally-in a possessed library, as Merlin’s plan takes shape before
them...and spells doom for the universe.
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel & Joe Shuster"--Title page.
The official companion to the Justice League movie, due to be one of 2017's biggest films! Following the success of Batman Vs. Superman,
the second biggest opening for Warner Brothers and the fourth biggest opening of all time, Titan presents the official guide to the WB movie
event of 2017, Justice League. This 96-page deluxe collector's edition presents exclusive interviews with cast and crew, behind-the-scenes
secrets and concept art, and stunning images from the film. Includes interviews with the full main cast of Justice League, including Ben
Affleck, Gal Gadot and Ezra Miller, plus the supporting cast, including Amy Adams, Jeremy Irons and Ciaran Hinds. Also includes behind-thescenes interviews with the producers of the movie, the costume department and the production design team, and special features on the
history of the characters in comics.
Learn all about the Justice League in this interactive sticker book! This mega DC Comics sticker book features over 1,000 stickers to
decorate your world with the Justice League! Crack top secret codes with Cyborg™, guide The Flash™ through a maze, learn all about the
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Amazon warrior that is Wonder Woman™, spot the differences in Batman’s armor, and follow sequences with Aquaman™! Full of puzzles,
games, and activities based on the movie, as well as fact files on every Justice League member, this book is the perfect interactive
companion for all young Super Heroes!
Spinning out of the cataclysmic events of Dark Knights: Metal and the universe-defining No Justice, the core members of the Justice
League--Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The Flash and more--are finally reunited! Justice League Dark is an incredible
collection of tales from Justice League #59-71 and Justice League Dark 2021 Annual! With a new, star-studded Justice League featuring
Superman, Batman, the Flash, Hawkgirl, Aquaman, Hippolyta, new DC powerhouse Naomi, and...is that Black Adam?! Superman is leading
the charge to reinvent the Justice League-and at the same time, a new, cosmic-powered threat arrives from Naomi's homeworld to rule the
Earth! Naomi will learn more dark secrets of her birth world's broken legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary battle through the henchmen
trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of trouble is Aquaman in? (Hint: it's bad.) And that's just the beginning for
our heroes... In Justice League Dark 2021 Annual, Swamp Thing takes center stage! After the fall of the Parliament of Trees, the Parliament
of Flowers and its new guardian have risen. It's now up to Alec Holland to convince him to become a benevolent protector of the world, but
little does he know, a foe from his past, the Floronic Man, is trying to sway the guardian as well. Which path will the King of Petals choose?
The fate of mankind depends on it!
The Rebirth of the Justice League continues as Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, the Flash and the newest Green Lanterns go toe-to-toe
with such challengers as Maxwell Lord, the Suicide Squad, hostile alien hives, zombie armies andÑmost dangerous of allÑbeings with the
power to manipulate time itself! Whether they are repeating the same moments again and again or are flung to far reaches of history, can
even the mighty powers of the Justice League conquer time? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (The Authority) and artist Fernando Pasarin (Green
Lantern Corps) take the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes past the fourth dimension in this deluxe edition, featuring guest stories from Shea
Fontana, Dan Abnett, Tom Derenick, Ian Churchill and more. Collects Justice League #12-25.
After answering a distress signal from distant space, Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, and Green Lantern discover an
abandoned cargo ship full of young aliens! When the League attempts to return the children to their home planet, they are met with awe,
terror, and war! Thus begins a new story line that will take the League to an unknown and war-torn planet, overrun with new species, a
perilous mystery, and an otherworldly adversary. As the team faces off with different uncertainties and battles rogue factions, can the League
save a population that hates and fears them? Or will it threaten any hope the Justice League has of returning home? This title collects Justice
League #48-52.
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